
Extraordinary MEETING OF CAMPSEA ASHE PARISH COUNCIL 
MONDAY 26th April 2021 AT 19.30 held via Zoom                                   

to discuss QUIET LANES proposals 

 
PRESENT:    Richard Fernley (RF), Eddie Berger (EB), Klaus Fortmann clerk (KF)   
Apologies   Due to Covd-19 a virtual meeting was set up. Cllr’s unable to create technical set-up Pat 
Hayward (PH), Georgina Proctor (GP);  
Nathan Wills unavailable, Shaun Wilson unavailable, Derick Balaam (hospital)    
 
Public participation   The PC had communicated the proposal to residents in various ways 
1 put up public notices on the PC Notice Board and at the Village Store 
2 emailed all residents who have subscribed to the email service (ca 84) 
3 published details on the Campsea Ashe village web site 
4 published details in the Parish Magazine 
5 published information on NextDoor community website/forum. 
6 distributed 87 leaflets in March 2021 
 

Campsea Ashe PC has discussed Quiet Lane proposals for the village at scheduled PC meetings in 
January (19th) and March (16th) and had unanimously voted to proceed with Quiet Lanes for the 
village. 
 
The public was invited to lodge their views with regards to the above in previous PC meetings when 
Quiet Lanes were on the agenda. At the March meeting the PC agreed Quiet Lanes proposals for 
Marlesford Road, Hacheston Road, Mill Lane and Eyke Road.  
 
A presentation was made by the clerk and questions were answered regarding detail of the 
proposals. 
 
This was communicated to residents along the nominated roads as above; distributed 87 leaflets 
which showed the proposed routes, signage and gave an explanation of the scheme, based on a 
template received by the organisers of the initiative. The leaflet encouraged residents to email the 
PC or to write/leave responses with the clerk or at the Station House Community Hub. 
The PC had received the following responses by tonight’s meeting; 
Marlesford & Hacheston Rd   16 leaflets distributed, responses for    8 / against 0 
Mill Lane            66 leaflets distributed, responses for 19 / against 0 
Eyke Road              5 leaflets distributed, responses for   4 / against 0 
Total responses           31 
 
At the public meeting two residents participated, both of whom expressed their support for the 
schemes following an introduction and question and answer question. Another resident called prior 
to the meeting to convey apologies and to also express support of the scheme. 
 
Therefore, a total of 33 (37%) responded positively to the proposal, with no objections received. 
 
The PC therefore will proceed with the Quiet Lane proposals for those road/lanes. 
 
Richard Fernley 
Chairman 
Campsea Ashe PC 


